INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing amount of data to demonstrate that macromolecules, such as proteins and RNA, and small molecules take advantage of structural polymorphisms in RNA to locate and interact with their desired binding sites. Structural motifs that are currently of great interest involve mismatch base-pairs. The G•U wobble pair is one example that was first suggested by Crick in 1966 (1) and has since been observed in many RNAs. Although G•U is the most frequent non-canonical base-pair found in RNA to date (2) , other mismatch pairs might also have important biological roles.
Single internal base-pairs are likely to have distinct orientations relative to the adjacent base-pairs, as observed with G•U pairs (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . In the case of G•U pairs, their unique stacking arrangements likely influence helix stability (8) (9) (10) as well as the ability to be recognized by a vast array of molecules, including proteins (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) , RNA (17) (18) (19) , small inorganic complexes (20, 21) , organic molecules (22, 23) and metal ions (24) (25) (26) (27) . Metal complex recognition also occurs with tandem G•U mismatches (28) (29) (30) , and G•Us can contribute to ribozyme reactions involving metal ions (31) . The G•U wobble pair displays a relatively simple array of hydrogen-bonding groups in the major and minor grooves. Therefore, its recognition by such a large number of different molecules is quite striking considering the level of fidelity and precision that is necessary for proper biochemical functioning of the RNAs. Our goal is to understand how G•U stability in certain sequence and structural contexts can influence ligand recognition. In addition, comparisons of different base mismatch stabilities might also contribute to our understanding of the biological roles of G•U, as well as other base-pair mismatches.
Currently, there is a paucity of information available on the thermodynamic effects of single internal mismatches on duplex or hairpin RNA stability. Early studies demonstrated that G•U stabilities are dependent on sequence context, and stability is greater when the mismatch pair is flanked by G-C base-pairs relative to A-U pairs (8, 10, 32) . Terminal mismatches (9, 33) and tandem mismatches (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) have been examined in detail, and there have been a few measurements for single G•A (41) and A•A (42) mismatches. More recently, Zhu and Wartell reported that base identity and sequence contexts are important factors in determining mismatch stabilities (43) . Their studies employed long RNA helices with single internal mismatches, and stabilities were measured by temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE). Studies of group II intron ribozyme function also revealed that mismatches can have destabilizing effects on the RNA helix that are both sequence and identity dependent (44) .
Several groups have used mismatch substitutions to understand more clearly the role of G•U mismatches in protein recognition or RNA function (15, (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . For example, in vivo selection and sequence analysis revealed the ability of functional 16S rRNA mutants to form a number of potential mismatch base-pairs (e.g., A•C, G•U, A•A and G•G) (46) . Similarly, Gabriel et al. (45) have shown that the functionally critical G•U site, the so-called 'major determinant', in Escherichia coli tRNA Ala can be replaced by certain base mismatches with only minor diminished aminoacylation activity. In this study, we examined RNA stabilities and structures when naturally occurring G•U mismatches were replaced with other pairs, namely C•A, G•A, U•U, A•C, U•G, G-C and A-U. We chose RNA hairpins that are known substrates of alanyl tRNA synthetase (AlaRS) in order to make comparisons between stability and function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of RNAs
The following RNAs, based on the acceptor stem of E.coli tRNA Ala and sequence variants, were synthesized chemically on a *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 313 577 2594; Fax: +1 313 577 8822; Email: csc@chem.wayne.edu Figure 1 . Secondary structure representations of the synthetic microhelices and tetraloops based on the acceptor helix of E.coli tRNA Ala (56, 57) 
Cruachem PS250 DNA/RNA synthesizer: 5′-GGXGCUAUAG-CUCUAGCYCCACCA-3′ (microhelix Ala ), 5′-GGXCUUCG-GYCCACCA-3′ (tetraloop Ala1 ) and 5′-GGXGUUCGCYC-CACCA-3′ (tetraloop Ala2 ), where the X•Y pairs are (51) protected cyanoethyl phosphoramidites from Cruachem were employed. The RNAs were deprotected according to literature procedures (50, 51) . The oligoribonucleotides were desalted on Sep-Pak C-18 cartridges (Waters) and purified on denaturing polyacrylamide gels (15%, 8 M urea, 42 cm long × 0.8 mm thick). The RNAs were electroeluted from the gel with 1× TBE (90 mM Tris, 90 mM boric acid, 2.5 mM Na 2 EDTA, pH 8.3), desalted with Centricon 3′s (Amicon) and dried under vacuum. All of the RNAs were >95% pure as determined by 32 P labeling, followed by analysis on high-resolution, 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gels and phosphorimaging.
Melting studies
The melting curves (absorbance versus temperature profiles) were obtained using an Aviv 14DS UV-vis spectrophotometer with a five-cuvette thermoelectric controller as described previously (52) . More specifically, three microcuvettes with a 0.1 cm path length and two with a 0.2 cm path length (60 and 120 µl volumes, respectively) were used; thus, five different concentrations over a 100-fold range were examined for each RNA, and each measurement was taken in duplicate or triplicate. The sample compartments were first purged with nitrogen to avoid water condensation. The RNAs (dissolved in 15 mM, 100 mM or 1 M NaCl, 20 mM sodium cacodylate and 0.5 mM Na 2 EDTA, pH 7.0 or 5.0) were annealed by raising the temperature to 95_C, followed by cooling to -1.6_C. When the temperature was at 95_C, the absorbances of each sample were measured at 260 nm and used to determine the RNA concentrations. Single-strand extinction coefficients were calculated as described by Richards (53) . The absorbances were measured at 260 or 280 nm from 0 to 95_C with a heating rate of 0.8_C/min. The thermodynamic parameters were obtained from the absorbance versus temperature profiles using a Van't Hoff analysis, assuming a two-state model, as described previously (34, 54) . 
Circular dichroism spectroscopy
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were measured on a Jasco J600 spectropolarimeter from 220 to 330 nm at ambient temperature. The buffer used was 15 mM NaCl, 20 mM sodium cacodylate and 0.5 mM Na 2 EDTA, pH 7.0 or 5.0. Taking the RNA strand concentration into consideration, the measured CD spectra were converted to molar ellipticity (∆ε) as described by Cantor and Schimmel (55) , except that values were expressed in moles of RNA molecules rather than moles of individual residues.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Oligoribonucleotide sequence choice 
Thermodynamic parameters for microhelices at pH 7.0
For the eight microhelix Ala RNAs, absorbance versus temperature profiles were obtained at pH 7.0 and analyzed in terms of the melting temperature (T m ), ∆H_, ∆S_, ∆G_ 37 and ∆G_ 60 (59) . The melting transitions were all monophasic and observed in the range of 55-80_C. Initially, these studies were performed separately in both 0.1 and 1 M NaCl. The normalized plots at single RNA concentrations are shown (Fig. 2) for the G•U microhelix, which formed a hairpin (concentration-independent melting profiles) at 0.1 and 1 M NaCl. For this sequence variant, the RNA was stabilized at the higher salt concentration (the T m s were 71.0 and 76.5_C at 0.1 and 1 M NaCl, respectively). However, under these conditions (0.1 and 1 M NaCl), several mismatch RNAs (specifically, U•U, G•A and G-C variants) formed dimers (duplexes) as indicated by concentration-dependent melting profiles (data not shown). The fact that these RNAs formed duplexes and the G•U variant formed a hairpin under identical buffer conditions makes a comparison of the thermodynamic parameters difficult. Therefore, all further studies were carried out under lower salt conditions.
At low salt concentrations (15 mM NaCl), the helix-to-coil transitions for all RNAs examined were independent of RNA concentration over a range of ∼5-500 µM, indicating hairpin rather than duplex formation. Figure 3 shows typical normalized plots from the melting curves of the U•U, G•U and G-C microhelices at 15 mM NaCl. The thermodynamic parameters for the microhelix variants at pH 7.0 are listed in Table 1 . The G•U, C•A and A•C variants were each synthesized two or three times and independent melting curves were obtained. The thermodynamic parameters were within the assumed error limits (3% for ∆G_ 60 , 5% for ∆G_ 37 , 7% for ∆H_ and 8% for ∆S_; values not shown) (54, 59) . As expected, the G-C and A-U variants were more stable than the mismatch RNAs. Of the mismatch-containing RNAs, the U•G, G•U and G•A variants demonstrated intermediate stability and A•C, C•A and U•U were the least stable.
Overall, the observed order of stability of pairs at pH 7.0 is
for the microhelices. The trend for ∆G_ 60 is identical, whereas minor deviations are seen with the ∆G_ 37 trends. ∆G_ values close to the melting temperature (T m ) are probably more reliable than ∆G_ 37 (59) . The ∆G_ 60 values for the A•C and C•A variants are within 0.2 kcal/mol, suggesting that the nearest-neighbor sequences have a minimal influence on stability of these mismatch pairs. The ∆G_ 60 values for the G•U and U•G variants differ by ∼0.4 kcal/mol, indicating that these base mismatches are influenced to a small extent by the neighboring base-pairs, consistent with previous studies (10, 32) . Due to a lack of data for nearest-neighbor parameters for single mismatches in RNA other than G•U (60), the thermodynamic parameters for the microhelix hairpins were not well predicted by the MFOLD program (61), even with an appropriate salt correction (62) . In the MFOLD program, all mismatches other than G•U are assumed to destabilize the helix by the same energy value (0.8 kcal/mol). From this study, it is apparent that single mismatches have different effects on helix stability depending on the sequence contexts, and individual parameters need to be derived for each mismatch as done with DNA (54, 63, 64) . The single mismatches also behave differently than tandem mismatches or terminal mismatches. The relative trends for single mismatch stabilities in the microhelix RNAs follow those reported by Zhu and Wartell (43) , in which G•U or U•G pairs are more stable than other single mismatches, and mismatches containing a purine base are more stable than those with two pyrimidine bases. Those authors also found that base identity, nearest neighbors and next-nearest neighbors can influence base-pair stability even though they examined single mismatches in different sequence contexts than reported here. 
Thermodynamic parameters for microhelices at pH 5
Previous studies indicated that changes in mismatch structures in RNA can occur at lower pH (41, 46, 65) . At pH ∼5.0, A•C mismatches can form A + •C wobble pairs that are isomorphous with G•U pairs (46, 65) . In order to understand more clearly the role of possible protonation sites in the mismatch base-pairs of microhelix RNAs, we examined the pH dependence of the thermodynamics for three mismatches, G•U, A•C and C•A. As shown in Table 1 , there was no pH effect on the parameters for the G•U variant. In contrast, however, the protonated A•C and C•A (A + •C and C•A + ) variants both formed stable duplexes under these conditions (thus, the values shown in parentheses in Table 1 cannot be compared to the values obtained from the hairpin data). At pH 7.0, formation of only one hydrogen bond between A•C or C•A is likely, therefore this mismatch is expected to destabilize RNA structure. At pH 5.0, the purine base can be protonated, thus leading to the formation of a second hydrogen bond. In this case, the A•C and C•A mismatches were stabilized at lower pH and the microhelix RNAs preferentially formed dimer structures. Our data are consistent with studies by Lee et al. (46) in which the stabilities of A•C and G•U pairs were compared at pH 5.0 and 7.0. In that study, the protonated A•C pair was more stable than the unprotonated pair, whereas G•U showed no pH dependence on stability.
Thermodynamic parameters for tetraloops at pH 7.0
The initial stability studies demonstrated the ability of the microhelix RNAs to form alternative structures (e.g., duplexes), therefore the loop sequence of the tRNA Ala microhelix was altered to avoid problems of self-complementarity. Two tetraloop Ala RNAs were synthesized with two different 4 bp stem sequences: 5′-GGXC-3′,3′-CCYG-5′ for tetraloop Ala1 and 5′-GGXG-3′,3′-CCYC-5′ for tetraloop Ala2 Ala1 and tetraloop Ala2 , respectively, at 100 mM NaCl). As expected, the RNA hairpins with (UUCG) tetraloop sequences were more stable than the corresponding microhelices, consistent with the high stability of other hairpins containing this loop sequence (58) . The G•U and mismatch variants of tetraloop Ala all formed hairpin structures at 15 mM NaCl, and had overall destabilizing effects on the hairpin relative to Watson-Crick base-pairs. The thermodynamic parameters for the tetraloop RNAs are listed in Table 2 . Examples of the normalized plots are shown in Figure 4A As shown in Table 2 , tetraloop Ala2 stability is decreased by 0.9 kcal/mol for ∆G_ 60 relative to tetraloop Ala1 . These two RNAs have the same first three base-pairs, but differ in the closing base-pair (5′-GC-3′ for tetraloop Ala2 versus 5′-CG-3′ for tetraloop Ala1 ). Corroborating results were observed by Antao et al. (66) in which a 5′-C(UUCG)G-3′ tetraloop was more stable than a 5′-G(UUCG)C-3′ tetraloop (T m s = 71.7 and 60.1_C, respectively), although this effect can be dependent on the sequences that are adjacent to the closing base-pair (67) . Both G•U-containing tetraloop Ala RNAs were more stable than the G•U microhelix Ala variant, confirming the importance of the loop size and closing base-pair for overall RNA stability, as observed previously by Serra et al. (33, 67, 68) .
Thermodynamic parameters for tetraloops at pH 5
The effects of pH on stability or structure can be more easily assessed with the tetraloops than with the microhelices because they form hairpins at both pH 7.0 and 5.0. The protonated A variants (G•A + , A + •C and C•A + ) were all stabilized relative to the unprotonated RNAs (∆∆G_ 60 , pH 7.0-5.0 = 0.6-1.9 kcal/ mol; see Table 2 ) (normalized plots are shown in Fig. 4) , whereas pH had no effect on the U•G variant. Similarly, Morse and Draper (41) demonstrated that G•A-containing RNA duplexes can be stabilized at lower pH by 0.5-6 kcal/mol (∆G_ 37 ), depending on the sequence contexts. They also provided evidence for protonated G•A pairs in RNA helices which led to unusual duplex structures, and the effects were sequence dependent. G•A + pairs are formed only in certain sequence contexts, therefore the effects on ∆G_ 37 or ∆G_ 60 will also be context dependent. Our thermodynamic data are suggestive of a protonated structure for the G•A tetraloop Ala1 variant at pH 5.0. The results presented in this section also reveal that mismatch stabilities for the tetraloops need to be reordered at pH 5.0 so that C•A + and A + •C are > G•U.
CD spectra of tetraloops at pH 7.0 and 5.0
The CD spectra of tetraloop Ala1 RNAs were measured in order to compare the effects of the various mismatches on the overall folded structure. The spectra of the mismatch RNAs and Watson-Crick variants all have maxima centered around 264 nm and minima near 240 nm, similar to other A-RNAs (Fig. 5A-C) (data not shown for the Watson-Crick variants). The CD spectra of the mismatch RNA tetraloops exhibit subtle differences in the maximum and minimum wavelengths, peak heights (molar ellipticity) and crossover points, suggesting that the various base-pair mismatches have only a minor influence on the overall RNA structure. This difference is most apparent between the G•U and U•G variants (Fig. 5A) . The A•C and C•A tetraloop variants have essentially identical CD spectra at pH 5.0 (Fig. 5B) , as well as at pH 7.0 (data not shown). The G•A variant, also measured at pH 5.0 (Fig. 5C) , exhibits a slightly different spectrum than the other mismatches with a smaller positive ∆ε value at the peak maximum of 220 nm and different crossover points. At pH 7.0 (data not shown), the G•A variant has a similar CD spectrum, but with smaller positive ∆ε values at both 265 and 220 nm. Together, the CD results suggest that the single base-pair position at 3•70 has only a minor influence on the overall RNA structure. The G•U and U•G variants are located in symmetric sequence environments, but could have different base stacking arrangements or helix winding angles based on their slightly different CD spectra. Conversely, the C•A and A•C variants differ in stabilities by ∼0.6 kcal/mol at pH 5.0 and 7.0, but exhibit essentially overlapping CD spectra at both pH values. Recent NMR studies revealed a deviation between an A-form RNA helix with a G3•C70 pair and one with a G3•U70 pair in the context of a tRNA Ala acceptor stem duplex (69, 70) . In contrast, a C•A mismatch at the same 3•70 position of the RNA duplex destacks in the opposite direction as the G•U pair (71) . Although the NMR structures revealed local structural changes associated with the mismatches, the global RNA structures were essentially A-form (69) (70) (71) .
Conclusions
Several conclusions can be made from these studies regarding the relative stabilities of single internal mismatches in different RNA sequence contexts. First, all of the RNA mismatches examined in three different sequence contexts were destabilizing to the RNA hairpin relative to Watson-Crick base-pairs. Comparison of our thermodynamic parameters with predicted values is difficult, however, because the predictions are based on free energy values for tandem or terminal mismatches at 1 M NaCl (60) . Due to a lack of available data, Serra and Turner assumed that the free energy contributions of single internal mismatches are independent of their own identity or sequence contexts (60). Zhu and Wartell (43) suggested a modification of this rule in order to accommodate data from TGGE studies. Our results are consistent with those of Zhu and Wartell, but different sequence contexts were examined in our studies (5′-GCG-3′,3′-CYC-5′ and 5′-GXC-3′,3′-CYG-5′). RNAs containing G•U and U•G mismatches are the most stable relative to other mismatch variants. Mismatches with at least one purine base (e.g., C•A, A•C, G•A) are more stable than two pyrimidine bases (e.g., U•U). Different trends in stability are observed, however, between the microhelix and tetraloop variants, suggesting that stability is influenced by other factors such as loop size and sequence or neighboring sequences. Different influences on mismatch stability by the unpaired 3′ terminal ACCA are also possible (25), but not examined in this study. Small differences in free energy values for the G•U versus U•G and A•C versus C•A variants in tetraloop Ala1 , which has a symmetric sequence surrounding the mismatch site (5′-GXC-3′,3′-CYG-5′), suggest the importance of next-nearest neighbors in determining stability. Although these results are corroborated by several recent reports (43, 44) , the need for improved thermodynamics that predict single internal mismatch stabilities in different sequence and structural contexts is still apparent.
The G•U variants of the chosen RNAs are known substrates for AlaRS (56, 57) . Several groups have debated the importance of a helix distortion in the cognate tRNA for AlaRS recognition and employed a series of base mismatches to test such a model (45, 49, 72) . Here, we have considered the possible differences in RNA structure when a G•U site is substituted with other base-pair mismatches. The CD spectra shown in Figure 5 indicate that G•U, 
G•A, C•A, A•C and U•U tetraloop RNAs exist in solution as
A-form helices, but exhibit subtle differences in peak maxima, minima and crossover points. The most notable differences are observed with the G•U and G•A variants, suggesting possible differences in local base-stacking arrangements or other helix parameters. Chemical probing experiments with a rigid rhodium complex without any potential for hydrogen bonding (20) indicate that the G•U structure is unique relative to other mismatches and the local G•U structure is maintained in both the microhelix and tetraloop RNAs (M.Meroueh and C.Chow, unpublished results). Based on these results, we suggest that local stability might also play a role in the recognition of mismatchcontaining tRNAs by AlaRS.
We have shown here that specific base mismatches lead to RNA instability, which is influenced by sequence contexts. The mismatch instability might also lead to the formation of alternative structures upon protein binding to the RNA. Two independent NMR structures of G•U-containing duplexes revealed a local helical distortion at the G•U site (69, 70) . The G•U pair can destabilize the tRNA acceptor stem, and this might be important for forming an optimal AlaRS active site geometry by an induced-fit mechanism (70) . The instability observed with other single mismatches (non-Watson-Crick or non-G•U) could play a role in such a mechanism. Furthermore, Vogtherr et al. (71) showed by NMR that C•A and G•U base-pairs, although both recognition elements for AlaRS, are destacked in opposite directions in tRNA Ala duplexes. These results suggest that the enzyme might be recognizing a general helix distortion, or 'locally enhanced flexibility', of the mismatch, rather than a static structure (71) . The Watson-Crick or U•G pairs might be too stable to distort and present specific functional groups to the enzyme active site. In contrast, the less stable mismatches might enable the acceptor stem to adapt its orientation in order to present complementary functionalities to AlaRS and allow efficient aminoacylation.
Detailed X-ray or NMR studies with mismatch RNAs and co-crystals with proteins or small molecules will be necessary in order to gain a complete understanding of the relative contributions of local conformational changes to stability changes and ligand specificities. We have shown here that considerations of the RNA sequences and specific experimental conditions, particularly pH and sodium ion concentrations, will be important in such studies with RNAs containing single internal mismatches.
